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ULTRAFAST REACTION
DYNAMICS
Martin Gruebele
and Ahmed H. Zewoil
With new laser techniques and with gas
phase and molecular beam
experiments, it is now possible to
determine the ultrafast motion in
isolated chemical reactions—chemistry
on the 10 ~ 1 3 -second time scale.
Martin Gruebele is a postdoctoral research fellow and
Ahmed Zewail is Linus Pauling Professor of Chemical
Physics at the California Institute of Technology.
A decade ago this magazine devoted a special issue to laser
chemistry (see PHYSICS TODAY, November 1980). One of the
articles emphasized the importance of time scales in
chemical reactions and the possible use of ultrashort
lasser pulses to induce chemistry. Over the past 10 years
new laser techniques, and gas-phase and molecular-beam
experiments, have revealed much about the fundamental
steps of elementary chemical reactions. These approaches
and the tremendous detail they have exposed about the
dynamics of chemical reactions are the subject of the
present article.
The most elementary steps into which any sequence of
chemical reactions can be broken have a common time
scale dictated by the rapidity of nuclear rearrangement.
This fundamental chemical time scale ranges from 10
femtoseconds to 10 picoseconds. Research in gas phase-
molecular beam chemical dynamics uses either indirect or
direct time-resolved methods to study such chemical
motions free of external perturbations, the goal being an
understanding of what happens in these 10-104 femto-
seconds.
In general, one can write an elementary chemical
reaction proceeding from reactants to products as follows:
Collision fsec-psec
A+BC • [A-B CY >AB + C (1)
Reactants Transition state Products
Half collision fsec-psec
hv + ABC • [A---B CY >AB + C (2)
The division between the two sides is provided by very-
short-lived (fsec-psec) transition states, which have char-
acteristics between those of the reactants and those of the
products. (The symbol X indicates a transition state.)
There is a unique transition state that defines reaction
rates in some theories, but it is the continuum of transition
configurations along the reaction path that determines
the dynamics. We use the term "transition state" in its
broadest sense to include all of these possibilities.
As depicted in the above equations, the transition
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Femtosecond laser system for investigating transition states of chemical reactions. The apparatus at Caltech
generates and amplifies ultrashort laser pulses for real-time studies of the reactions. Another part of the
apparatus, not shown, houses a molecular-beam system for studies under isolated conditions. Figure 1
state can be reached in two different ways, depending on
the reaction. In case 1, the transition state [ABCJ* results
from a collision of two reaction partners. The products
then separate in the second half of the collision process,
and the two halves comprise a full collision—a bimolecu-
lar reaction. In case 2, [ABCf: is formed by depositing
sufficient energy in a stable molecule. This is followed by
the second half of the collision process leading to products,
and is described as a half-collision—a unimolecular
dissociation reaction. In many cases, the latter method of
preparing the transition state allows one to select its
properties more simply, which may be useful in under-
standing the dynamics.
The nuclear and electronic motions in the transition
state, which lives for only 10 picoseconds or less, fully
determine the outcome of the reaction, although the
reactants encounter each other and the products are
detected on a time scale 103 to 106 times slower than the re-
active process of interest. Understanding the transition
state therefore means understanding the chemical act.
Theory has helped our understanding of this funda-
mental problem by addressing two main issues: the
multidimensional potential energy surface governing
nuclear motion during the reaction and the nature of the
nuclear dynamics itself under a variety of initial condi-
tions of energy and angular momentum. On the experi-
mental side, there has been great progress in developing
new methods using molecular beams, lasers and other
tools, and in probing chemical reactions in the gas phase.
Until recently, the experimentally achievable time
resolution was insufficient for direct studies of the
transition state in either full or half collisions, and
research concentrated on "before" (reactants) and "after"
(products) the collision or half-collision.1 With ultrashort
laser pulses (figure 1) and gas phase-molecular beam
experiments, it is now possible to observe the various
stages of the reaction. These approaches provide a
complementary study of chemical reactions, one concen-
trating on the asymptotic properties of the reaction, such
as the state distribution of products, the other focusing on
a direct view of the transition state in real time.
The remainder of this article comprises three main
sections. The first describes spectroscopic and molecular
beam experiments that study products and reactants in
equations 1 and 2; it explains what these experiments
allow us to say about a reaction. The second section
describes novel steady state (that is, no time resolution)
methods that indirectly probe the transition region. The
final section describes work at Caltech on real-time
ultrafast reaction dynamics and the transition state. The
discussion is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather to
point out a few typical examples of what can be done and
to show how the various approaches can interact to give us
a full picture of chemical reactions on a fundamental level.
Reactants and products
The studies of chemical reactions by molecular beams and
lasers have led to important advances in reaction dynam-
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Collision energy 1.82 kcal/mole
v=1 v = 2
Collision energy 3.32 kcal/mole
Velocity contour maps of deuterium fluoride
produced in the reaction F + D2—>DF + D.
The results of the molecular beam experiment
are shown for two different collision energies.
At lower energy (top) DF is mostly back
scattered, while at high energy (bottom)
forward scattering is also observed for the
vibrational state v = 4. The presence of
forward and backward scattering for i /= 4
indicates a long-lived collision complex. The
dotted circles represent maximum velocity
limits for the given vibrational states, as
dictated by energy conservation. (Adapted
from D. M. Neumark, A. M. Wodtke, C. N.
Robinson, C. C. Hayden, J. Shobatake, R. K.
Sparks, T. P. Schafer, Y. T. Lee, /. Chem. Phys.
82, 3067, 1985.) Figure 2
ics. These tools afford energy and spatial (or orienta-
tional) resolution, and have been integrated into a variety
of experimental techniques.1
Molecular beams allow one to determine the spatial
and translational energy distribution of the product of two
colliding beams of molecules. Furthermore, one can use
these beams to cool reactant molecules to low vibrational
and rotational temperatures.
Lasers are used to deposit a well-defined amount of
energy in a molecule, to dissociate molecules or to probe
for the presence of products and reactants through
spectroscopically known processes, such as absorption,
emission and ionization. Product-state distributions have
been successfully probed in many reactions using laser-
induced fluorescence2 and chemiluminescence.3 Today's
laser sources cover energy regimes from molecular rota-
tions (0.001 eV) and vibrations (0.1 eV) to electronic
transitions (1-10 eV), and molecular beams have become a
major tool for studying the angular and translational
energy distributions of chemical reaction products.4
Orientation5 and alignment6 techniques are also
important methods for probing the "before" and "after" in
reactions.1 In an orientation experiment, the "heads and
tails" of reactants are identified. For example, in one
experiment, the polar "symmetric top" molecule CH3I isoriented in the laboratory reference frame and then
excited by a polarized laser beam to a dissociative
electronic state. The atomic iodine produced is ejected
primarily in one direction, indicating that the excited
molecule dissociated before rotation. This observation
sets an upper limit of 1 psec on the reaction time, in
agreement with real-time measurements.1 Using align-
ment with polarized lasers, one learns about reaction
anisotropies or vector properties, such as the recoil
direction relative to the initial polarization direction of
the laser. When a polarized laser pulse excites a molecule
to a dissociative electronic state, the degree of alignment
in the products can, as in the orientation experiments,
give a limit on the time scale for dissociation relative to
the rotational period. Recently, many laboratories have
studied the vector properties—or "stereodynamics"—of
alignment experiments to learn about the dynamics of
reactions.6
Some approaches to the study of chemical reactivity7
in bimolecular and unimolecular reactions—equations 1
and 2—are illustrated in two examples: the hydrogen
exchange reaction and the ketene dissociation reaction.
In the bimolecular reaction, two cold beams of reactants
collide with a distribution of orientations and impact
parameters. The resulting products, ejected from the
interaction volume with varying degrees of internal
excitation, are then analyzed. One can control the
reactant internal energy by laser excitation and the
translational energy by the crossing angle and the beam
velocities.
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5
LLJ
Product-state distribution for the reaction
4 6
FINAL ROTATIONAL STATE J'
as determined in recent experiments at
a center-of-mass collision energy of
1.05 eV. The quantum number/
represents angular momentum, and v .
denotes the vibrational quantum
number. Theoretical quantum
mechanical calculations (blue and green
curves) and a quasiclassical trajectory
calculation (red) are shown for
comparison with experiment (black).
Both theory and experiment have
contributed to our understanding of this
class of reactions.23 (Adapted from
D. A. V. Kliner, K.- D. Rimmen, R. N.
Zare, Chem. Phys. Lett. 166, 107,
1990.) Figure 3
For the reaction of F + D2 - D + DF, the DF product isscattered primarily backward in the center-of-mass frame
of the reactants, indicating the formation of a short-lived
reaction intermediate (figure 2). The analogous exchange
reaction of H + H2 —H2 + H is one of the simplest of allchemical reactions, but also one of the most difficult to
study experimentally. It offers the best hope for a detailed
comparison between theory and experiment because
rigorous quantum mechanical calculations of the product
excitation as a function of impact parameter and energy,
as well as all other important properties, are possible. Gas
phase-crossed beam experiments by many groups around
the world are uncovering a wealth of information on
reactive scattering cross sections and product-state distri-
butions (figure 3). Comparison of these results with
several theoretical calculations indicates that work re-
mains to be done before even this simplest chemical
reaction is fully understood.
For unimolecular reactions, on the other hand, the
situation is different. A laser pulse excites the precursor
above the dissociation energy, and the motions of nuclei on
the potential-energy surface eventually lead to dissocia-
tion, as in equation 2. As an example, consider the
dissociation of ketene (H2C = C = O) to triplet or singlet(electronically excited) methylene (H2C) and carbon mon-oxide (CO). One can use the fact that the carbon monoxide
and methylene states appear abruptly as a function of
energy to determine the reaction threshold for the singlet
and triplet channels. Product-state distributions, and
reactant-state to product-state rates have been measured.8
For many unimolecular reactions, one can compare
the distribution of the product's rotational and vibrational
states as a function of excess energy (energy above
dissociation) with the various theories, such as the
statistical RRKM theory, the statistical adiabatic channel
theory or phase space theory. There are many vibrational
and rotational degrees of freedom involved, and theory
and experiment must address both the energy flow and the
bond breaking. Indeed, much theoretical and experimen-
tal work has advanced this important area of half-collision
dynamics.9 The time scale of the experiments, however,
does not allow for direct study of the transition state.
The transition region
For closer examination of the potential energy surface
near nonequilibrium configurations—that is, away from
INTERNUCLEAR SEPARATION
Scheme for time-integrated studies of
transition states, showing how Raman
spectroscopy can be used to probe a
dissociation reaction. A molecule of the form
A-BC (such as I-CH3) is excited to a
dissociative electronic state. As the wave packet
moves to dissociation, a very weak emission to
the ground-state vibrational levels can be
measured, recording the behavior of the wave
packet in the experimental intensities
(represented by the peaks at the lower left).
The bell-shaped curves labeled f0 through t5 are
theoretical wave packets.24 (Adapted from D.
Imre, J. L. Kinsey, A. Sinha, ). Krenos, / Phys.
Chem. 88, 3956, 1984.) Figure 4
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reactants and products—investigators have devised a
number of novel schemes to probe the transition region
more directly. These are steady-state experiments; the
time resolution is much longer than the reaction time.
Studies of the dissociation of the alkali halide Nal
have found "wing emission" around the sodium D line.
This emission about the line is attributable in part to the
reactive transition state—that is, to the sodium atom
perturbed by the proximity of the iodine atom in the
course of the reaction.10 Because the reaction time of
about 10"13 sec is much shorter than the free-sodium
emission lifetime of about 10~8 sec, the wing emission is
weaker by five orders of magnitude compared to the
sodium transition. However, this wing emission can, with
the help of theory, project into the frequency domain
features of the dynamics. Similarly, instead of transition-
state emission, transition-state absorption11 can be
achieved by tuning the laser away from reactant and
product absorption frequencies, but the signal is very
weak.
Raman spectroscopy has recently been cleverly used
to image the motion of the wave packet on the potential-
energy surface. This approach can be understood simply
in terms of wave packet theory, or through more formal
quantum treatments. Consider again the example of
CH3I. The molecule is excited to a dissociative state by alaser pulse that is long compared to the dissociation time
(as in all the cases discussed in this section). The
dissociation to CH3 and iodine can be viewed in terms of awave packet moving outward along a reaction coordinate
on the repulsive potential-energy surface. A very small
fraction of the wave packet goes into the ground-state
vibrational levels as the fragments separate, and one can
analyze the intensities of the emission to image the motion
(figure 4).
A different version of Raman spectroscopy—coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering—has been applied to the
hydrogen exchange reaction to obtain the absolute (not
relative) state-to-state cross section.12 The experiments
were performed at many different reactant collision
Two-dimensional representation of a real-
time femtosecond transition-state
spectroscopy experiment. In this schematic
diagram an ultrafast light pulse pumps the
molecule ABC to the reactive surface V^. (In
the bimolecular case, A + BC is activated.)
The molecular wave packet propagates to
products AB + C. On its way, after a delay
At, it is probed by a second femtosecond laser
pulse, which takes it to the surface V2l from
which a fluorescence, ion count or other
suitable signal is detected. The motion of the
dissociating wave packet can thus be imaged
as a function of time. Vf indicates a second
reactive surface, which in the case of I-Hg-I
corresponds to spin-orbit excited iodine.
(Adapted from M Gruebele, C. Roberts, A. H.
Zewail, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, to appear
August 1990; see also ref. 16.) Figure 5
energies to obtain the change in cross section with energy.
In a static gas cell, hydrogen atoms are produced by
photolysis and then made to interact with isotopic H2molecules. Deconvoluting the signal gives rotationally
and vibrationally resolved product-state distributions as a
function of hydrogen atom velocity; this velocity is
determined by the photolysis laser wavelength. In this
case the energy dependence of the reaction cross section
(about 0.03 A2) displays structure, indirectly reflecting
resonances of the transition region. Theory and experi-
ment are not yet in full agreement for this simplest of
reactions, and the transition state, which lives only a few
femtoseconds, has yet to be observed in real time.
In a very different kind of experiment, the transition
region has been studied through photoelectron spectrosco-
py.13 In a beam of a stable negative ion, such as C1HC1",
the electron is photodetached to yield the species C1HC1.
The photoelectron spectrum reveals vibrational structure
and puts lower limits on the lifetime of the short-lived
intermediate.
Theory has played an important role in all of these
developments. Modern ab initio calculations of the
potential energy surface for medium-sized reactive sys-
tems allow one to isolate transition states and other
important features of the potential-energy surface. Classi-
cal and quantum scattering calculations can be performed
on such a surface to extract important features of the
dynamics for comparison with experiment. The most
detailed potential-energy surface and dynamical calcula-
tions have been performed on the H + H2 reaction. Whileexperiment is generally ahead of theory for larger
systems, theoretical calculations have provided valuable
insights and approximations that guide our understand-
ing of reaction dynamics.
Dynamics in real time
It took ultrafast laser technology over 20 years to reach
the ultimate chemical time scale. The steps of progress14
were always large, and the current state15 of technology is
reaching 8 fsec.
As discussed above, the main interest in chemical
dynamics is the process of nuclear rearrangement on
reactive potential-energy surfaces. The nuclear motions
occur on the time scale of vibrations, or 10-1000 fsec; so 10-
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Vibrational motion of the l2 molecule, as
determined by femtosecond temporal
spectroscopy. Top: Experimental transients
displaying the vibrational motion, obtained as
the wave packet, which consists of about six
vibrational eigenstates, propagates back and
forth in the potential well of an excited
electronic state. Bottom: Potential curve
governing the motion, obtained from these
femtosecond temporal observations. This
curve is consistent with curves determined by
high-resolution spectroscopy. (Adapted from
M. Cruebele, C. Roberts, M. Dantus, R. M.
Bowman, A. H. Zewail, Chem. Phys. Lett.
166, 459, 1990.) Figure 6
fsec lasers will be adequate for real-time probing of the
dynamics. This is not to say that faster lasers may not un-
cover further interesting molecular properties, but their
effect will be to time-resolve electronic motions, rather
than the nuclear displacements at the heart of chemical
dynamics.
With this time resolution, ultrafast lasers are capable
of observing transition states directly and with high
sensitivity, the goal being a direct view of reactions as they
progress from reactants to transition state to prod-
ucts.11617 To understand the chemical process in its
entirety, one needs to know the nuclear motions near the
transition state—with good spatial resolution between the
fragments—as well as the energy and spatial distributions
of the products long after the reaction is over. The range
of time resolution, from near 10 ~14 sec for viewing the
chemical act to continuous wave for resolving individual
vibrational, rotational and hyperfine levels, provides this
complementary information.
The general experimental scheme, shown in figure 5,
is similar in all of the femtosecond transition-state
spectroscopy experiments. A first ultrashort laser pulse,
at wavelength A,, prepares the precursor ABC at or near a
transition state (equation 2) or activates one of the two
bimolecular reactants A or BC (equation 1). The resulting
wave packet moves on the reactive potential-energy
surface according to quantum dynamics, eventually decay-
ing from the transition state to products AB 4- C. While
this is happening (in 10~n sec or less), the transition
species or products are monitored by a second laser pulse
A2 as a function of the time delay At between the two laserpulses in the femtosecond regime. This yields a signal
I(At, A) in the form of laser-induced fluorescence, ion
counts or any other convenient observable. Depending on
A2 and the detection scheme, one can monitor the parentdecay, the transition-state motion or the formation of the
product. One can also study the time dependence of the
alignment and coherence by polarizing the pump and
probe pulses.
To illustrate the concept of real-time probing and to
discuss some possible applications, we give several exam-
ples of work done at Caltech in ultrafast reaction
dynamics on the pico- and femtosecond time scale.11617
The examples draw on increasingly complex potential-
. ikll l .
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5000
3 4 5
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energy surfaces—from bound diatomics, to one-dimension-
al direct reactions, to reactions involving potentials with
avoided crossings, to two-dimensional half-collision reac-
tions and finally to bimolecular reaction dynamics.
Bound surfaces. Consider a one-dimensional system
that can be treated rigorously by classical and quantum
mechanics. If a femtosecond laser pulse excites a diatomic
molecule such as L2 to the bound region of an excitedelectronic state, a superposition of vibrational states is
formed and then propagates back and forth in the bound
well as a wave packet. Probing with a second laser pulse
with successive time delays At should reveal the vibration-
al and rotational motion; this is possible because the
bandwidth of the laser is larger than the separation of
energy levels. Thus, the uncertainty principle works in
our favor, because the short pulse's finite energy width
allows for this coherent superposition. The wave packet
moves in and out of resonance with the probe laser
absorption window located at a particular internuclear
separation. The measured intensity KAt, A) images the
motion and gives the eigenstate frequencies of which the
wave packet is composed. Fourier transforming the
intensity I(At, A) gives high-resolution information about
the bound vibrational states, recovering all the informa-
tion that one might have thought was lost due to the broad
frequency bandwidth of the short pulses.
If polarized femtosecond pulses are used, the mole-
cules can be aligned, and that alignment can be probed as
the molecules rotate in real time. The initial alignment
decays as the rotational motions of molecules in different
angular momentum states dephase, but at longer times
the molecules rephase at a time determined precisely by
the fundamental rotational period.1"
Such observations of vibrational and rotational mo-
tions have been made for molecular iodine in various
excited states, and a potential energy curve governing the
I-I vibration has been obtained that compares well with
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t = 0 fsec
t = 100 fsec
12
I-CN SEPARATION (atomic units)
'Snapshots' of a breaking bond.
Dissociation, or "half-collision" reaction, of I-
CN on a repulsive potential-energy curve.
Top: Positions at three times, representing
real-time measurements made on this
system.16 Bottom: Theoretical wave packet
quantum calculation for the same reaction,
showing the agreement between experiment
and theory. (Adapted from S. O. Williams,
D. G. Imre,/ Phys. Chem. 92, 6648,
1988.) Figure 7
results from high-resolution techniques. This approach
demonstrates two points. First, in simple bound systems,
it shows the equivalence, in principle, of energy and time
resolved techniques (figure 6). (In practice the situation is
different for transition states, due to their ultrashort
lifetimes.) Second, even though the light pulses are very
short and energy resolution is therefore poor, coherent
superposition can recover the high-resolution informa-
tion, as observed in Nal, I2 and even in such largemolecules as anthracene.
Repulsive potentials. Reactions on repulsive po-
tential-energy surfaces represent a simple breaking
of the chemical bond. The "clocking" of this process has
been determined for the dissociation reaction I-CN*-
[I----CN]1 * - I + CN. (The asterisk indicates an excited
state.) Insight into the dynamics of bond breakage has
come from observations of both the free CN fragment and
the transition states of CN perturbed by I. Much
experimental and theoretical work has aimed at under-
standing this elementary process of bond breakage16
(figure 7). Femtosecond transition-state spectroscopy has
recently been applied to reactions involving other mole-
cules, such as Bi-Bi.19
The first quantum calculation, results of which are
plotted in figure 7, shows good agreement with experi-
ment, and theorists and experimenters are working to
map out the reaction potential and dynamics more
accurately. Similar methods have been used to study
dissociation reactions of more complex systems involving
"one bond" (CH3-I, for example) and "two bonds" (I-CF2CF2-I, for example).
Potentials with avoided crossings. Alkali halide
reactions, which had been central during the "alkali age"
of the 1960s,4 offer a unique opportunity to map out the
motion of a wave packet in systems that exhibit the
crossing of two potential curves. The dynamics of bond
breakage in Nal, for example, involves a Coulomb-like
potential between the Na+ and I~ ions, and a covalent
potential between the Na and I atoms, as figure 8 shows.
The repulsive covalent curve intersects the ionic curve at a
nuclear separation of about 7 A, forming a trap for the
wave packet on its way to dissociation. Depending on the
wavelength of the probe laser, one can either monitor the
oscillatory motion of the wave packet in the trapping well
or follow the stepwise formation of sodium atoms by
probing the sodium D line. The real-time dynamical
motion of the packet has been observed and related to the
potential-energy surface and probability of escape from
the trapping well. Coherent oscillations corresponding to
vibrational motion of the trapped packet have been
observed to persist for more than 10 psec, contradicting
the accepted simple picture of rapid dephasing of wave
packets trapped in anharmonic potential wells. As in the
case of ICN, quantum and classical calculations agree with
experiment.
Potentials with saddle points. The next step in
complexity involves a half-collision (equation 2) in a
system with more degrees of freedom. Here, more
complex energy exchange among the various modes, or
even chaotic motion at sufficiently high energies and
strong couplings, is possible. A femtosecond transition-
state spectroscopy experiment on such a prototype system
was able to show the dynamics of evolution from the
transition state to the products with sufficient energy
resolution to obtain information on the energy distribu-
tion in the various product channels as well (figure 5). The
system is:
• H g - I p - I + Hgl
(antisymmetric stretch)
(3)
[I Hg If * - I + Hg +1
(symmetric stretch)
This ABA reaction involves the coupling of at least two
vibrational modes at early times (less than 300 fsec) as
energy is being partitioned from the symmetric and
antisymmetric stretching modes of Hgl2 into the vibra-
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Trapping of the wave packet on avoided-
crossing surfaces of dissociation reactions. Top:
In sodium iodide, the ionic potential curve and
repulsive neutral curve intersect to form a
quasibound potential well. Excitation of ground-
state Nal to that potential produces a wave
packet that vibrates back and forth, leaking a little
(about 10%) to Na + I products every time it
approaches the crossing region. Bottom: The
experimental observations. The upper curve is
the result of probing the sodium D line directly; it
shows the growth of products in steps of about 1
psec. The lower curve is the result of probing the
packet at longer wavelengths, in the transition
region, to reveal its 1-psec periodic motion inside
the potential well. (Intersecting surfaces adapted
from J. Baggott, New Scientist, 17 June 1989, p.
58; experiments from T. Rose, M.). Rosker, A. H.
Zewail,/. Chem. Phys. 91, 7415,
1989.) Figure 8
tional energy of Hgl and the translational energy of the
two recoiling fragments. As figure 5 shows, the excited-
state surface has a saddle point near the vertical
excitation limit from the ground state. Because of the
large spin-orbit coupling in iodine (the energy difference
between I and I* is 0.94 eV), there are two energy-
displaced exit channels, and the laser pulse probes two
energy regimes—the I and I* channels, shown as V, and
V\* in figure 5.
The pump laser prepares a wave packet near the
saddle point, and the wave packet initially moves out
along the symmetric stretching coordinate. At high
energies, this motion continues essentially unperturbed,
on to full dissociation into three fragments, as represented
by the bottom part of equation 3. As the energy is
decreased, the wave packet leaks into the two Hgl
channels, and Hgl at lower vibrational excitation is
formed, as represented by the top part of equation 3.
Depending on the energy of the probe laser (figure 9),
one can obtain two types of femtosecond transients in a
given channel. Near 2 eV, one probes the fragments at a
very early time during dissociation, and a femtosecond
transition-state spectroscopy signal is observed as the
fragments briefly become resonant with the probe laser.
Near 3.2 eV, one probes transitions in essentially free Hgl,
and coherent oscillations due to vibrational excitation in
the Hgl product are observed. The higher the vibrational
excitation in Hgl, the longer the observed vibrational
period, due to the anharmonicity of the potential curve.
These observations give us a detailed "photographic"
picture of the dissociation reaction, both near the transi-
tion state and after the products have formed (figure 9).
One question of interest is the alignment of the
product relative to the reactant as a function of time. On
the 400-fsec time scale of fragment separation, the Hgl2bending motion, which is transformed into Hgl rotational
angular momentum and relative I/Hgl angular momen-
tum, should not be very important. At longer times,
however, the alignment gives us information on the
nature of the torque imposed on the Hgl and hence the dis-
tribution of angular momentum in the product. This has
been studied theoretically and experimentally to get
information on possible crossings of potential-energy
surfaces and on the effect of bending vibrational motions.
Simple ABA systems are a fascinating source of insight
into fundamental chemical dynamics, and much will be
learned from them in coming years.
Full collisions. The final level of complexity is the
Na- ••I
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bimolecular or full chemical reaction, and the culmination
of ultrafast chemical studies is the investigation of the
nuclear motions in such reactions. At first it seems that
this goal might lie outside the reach of ultrafast experi-
ments: In crossed molecular beams, two reactant mole-
cules travel for nanoseconds or microseconds before
colliding in the interaction region. This long time utterly
destroys the sensitive femtosecond timing required to
resolve the molecular motions.
A solution to this zero-of-time problem uses ultrashort
pulses.20 It relys on the van der Waals forces to hold the
reactants in close proximity before the initiation of the
reaction.21 Figure 10 illustrates the principle for the
reaction H + CO2^HO + CO, which was studied at Cal-tech. A pump pulse dissociates the HI molecule in the
approximately T-shaped HICO2 system, providing a well-defined zero of time. The H atom then forms a collision
complex with the CO2, which breaks into HO and CO.
Experiments show that the lifetime of the [HOCO]1
complex is about 5 psec. These experiments also indicate
an induction period for complex formation: Although the
H atom, at the dissociation energies used, could travel the
2 A to the CO2 molecule in a matter of 0.1 psec or less, it ap-pears to take longer to form the complex. Better temporal
resolution should reveal interesting motional structure
and should show the detailed nature of the induction
period. A unique feature of this class of bimolecular
reactions is that one can change the precursor—by using
HBr instead of HI, for example—and thus change the
initial condition of the reaction. However, the intermole-
cular vibrational amplitude of the van der Waals bond is
large, and thus a large span of impact angles between the
two reactant molecules will be covered. Such changes also
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t = 0 fsec
t = 150 fsec
t = 300 fsec
Evolution of ABA-type reactions on a potential
surface with a saddle point, a: The AB molecule
(Hgl in this case) comes out vibrationally hot.
b: The experimental spectra show the corresponding
oscillatory motion from the transition-state region to
final fragments. c,d: Snapshots of a quantum wave
packet calculation, at an energy 1350 c m " 1 above
the total Hg + I + I* dissociation energy. The two
coordinates correspond to the two Hg-I bonds in
dissociating IHgl. The small oval at (3 A, 3 A) in
frame c is the wave packet at t = 160 fsec, while
the initial packet is at (2.6 A, 2.6 A); the other lines
are potential energy contours. At 800 fsec, the
wave packet has spread into the free fragment
channels of I + Hgl and I + Hg + I. (Experimental
results adapted from M. Dantus, R. M. Bowman,
M. Cruebele, A. H. Zewail,/. Chem. Phys. 91,
7437, 1989; quantum calculation adapted from
M. Cruebele, C. Roberts, A. H. Zewail, Philos.
Trans. R. Soc, to appear August 1990.) Figure 9
allow one to study the effect of the "spectator" halogen on
the dynamics. We have now reached a stage where the
time resolution is sufficient to observe the dynamics in
this class of reactions. Such studies, together with time-
integrated experiments in which the products are selected
in their vibrational and rotational states, will yield a much
more detailed picture of the dynamics in systems with
many degrees of freedom.
Perspectives
Ten years ago, we would not have predicted many of the
developments outlined above. Since 1980 the techniques
described here have allowed much progress toward the
central issues of chemical reactivity: energy redistribution
in molecules, reactant-to-product reaction rates and the
nature of the transition states. However, much remains to
be studied in gas phase-molecular beam reaction dynam-
ics, and the new energy- and time-resolved tools are
opening new windows through which we can view and
understand the elementary chemical act.
Future directions include both very simple and more
complex reactions, reactions in clusters and on surfaces,
autoionization22 and ion-molecule reactions. Theoretical
work must address the increased need for accurate
potential-energy surfaces and the methodology for obtain-
ing the dynamics on them.
Reaction dynamics, one of the most fundamental
areas of chemical physics, is reaching an exciting stage.
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Experiment and theory are joining forces to learn at last
about the heart of chemistry, the ephemeral transition
state.
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